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Abstract—The diffuse availability of mobile devices, such as
smartphones and tablets, has the potential to bring substantial
benefits to the people with sensory impairments. The solution
proposed in this paper is part of an ongoing effort to create an
accurate obstacle and hazard detector for the visually impaired,
which is embedded in a hand-held device. In particular, it presents
a proof of concept for a multimodal interface to control the
orientation of a smartphone’s camera, while being held by a
person, using a combination of vocal messages, 3D sounds and
vibrations. The solution, which is to be evaluated experimentally
by users, will enable further research in the area of active vision
with human-in-the-loop, with potential application to mobile
assistive devices for indoor navigation of visually impaired people.

Index Terms—Mobile assistive technology, human-in-the-loop,
active perception, pervasive computing, 3D audio.

I. INTRODUCTION

This work is motivated by research interests in the ap-

plicability of concepts from the well-known active percep-

tion paradigm [1], in which cameras controlled by electro-

mechanical actuators have been so far the predominant subject

of study [2], to the case of systems with human-in-the-loop,

where a person holds the sensor and moves it according to

automatically generated instructions. The proposed research

finds application in the field of mobile assistive technologies

to aid people with sensory impairments. The system here con-

sidered, indeed, is a smartphone with camera, inertial sensors

and audio/tactile interfaces helping a visually impaired (VI)

person to navigate in indoor environments, detecting important

landmarks for localization and possible obstacles or hazards.

In this work, in particular, a multimodal interface is developed,

which combines sound, vibrations and vocal message as a

means to “control” the orientation of a smartphone camera

being held by a person.

As highlighted in [3], modern mobile devices are excellent

tools for assisting people with VI. Recent advances in com-

puter vision, in particular, can be exploited to create new assis-

tive devices improving their quality of life. Several solutions

have been proposed in the past, for indoor localization and

obstacle detection, based on wearable systems that combines

GPS, wireless and ultrasound devices [4], or stereo vision [5].

In some cases, cameras have been mounted on wearable pan-

tilt units [6] and, although originally developed for applications

of augmented reality, one can see their potential for guiding

a VI person. More recently, Electronic Travel Aids (ETAs)

have been developed based on the ever growing number of

tablets and smartphones, for example to implement landmark-

based localization using vision [7] or global positioning by

means of GPS, compass and inertial sensors, which most

mobile devices are now provided with [8]. The VI using these

localization systems, however, often require also a separate

white cane for obstacle detection. Moreover, in case of non-

vision-based systems, the users are still left with the “last

10 meters problem”, that is, the impossibility to localize a

particular object or passage nearby (e.g. exit door).

Most of the previous research in computer vision for mobile

assistive devices has concentrated on the challenging tasks of

feature detection, localization and object identification, often

communicating the respective information to the user via sim-

ple vocal messages, sounds or vibrations [7], [9], [10]. Rather

little importance have been given though to the communication

aspect, and to the way this information is presented to the VI

user. A good interface, however, is essential for such assistive

devices, in particular if the latter are active perception systems

designed to guide human behaviours.

An attempt to convert images to sound have been investi-

gated by using The vOICe application [11]. The whole scene

is continuously scanned and converted into “sound images”

for the VI. Given the richness of the information, the system

requires long periods of training in order to deal with the

inherent cognitive load. Some other works, instead, have used

3D sounds to localize particular visual features [12], [13]. Most

of these systems, however, rely on the assumption that the

camera is oriented like the user’s head, which facilitates the

spatial representation of sound sources. Unfortunately, in case

of a hand-held smartphone, such assumption does not hold.

To enable further research in this area, a new multimodal in-

terface for smartphones, combining vocal messages, 3D sounds

and vibrations, has been developed to guide the pointing

actions of VI people with an acceptable degree of accuracy and

responsiveness, without overloading the cognitive capabilities

of the user during basic navigation tasks inside buildings.

The reminder of the paper is as follows: Sec. II introduces

the general context of this research with an overview of

the whole perception system, from which the problem of

human control is then extracted and analysed in Sec. III. The

implementation details on a smartphone are explained in Sec.

IV. Finally, Sec. V concludes the paper analysing pro ad cons

of the proposed approach, and discussing steps towards future

research in active perception for mobile assistive devices.



Fig. 1. Feedback configuration with human-in-the-loop.

II. ACTIVE PERCEPTION WITH HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP

The system here considered is a navigation aid tool that uses

vision to detect obstacles in the environments (or landmarks

for localization). It can be formulated as a classic problem

of active perception, where the objective is to find models

and control strategies to allow or facilitate the execution, in

this case, of a mobility task [1]. In particular, the processes

involved can be represented by a closed-loop system, in which

the feedback from the smartphone sensors and the vision

algorithms are converted into “control signals” for the user to

execute. The goal is to orient the smartphone’s camera towards

particular objects or features in the environment, the position

of which serves as reference for the system.

Fig. 1 illustrates the system with a simplified diagram. The

input r is the reference provided, for example, by an obstacle

detection or a localization algorithm, giving the direction of

a visual target the camera should be pointing at. The error

e between the reference and the actual orientation y of the

camera is used by the controller C to generate the control

signal u. It is at this point that the classic active vision

paradigm [2] differs from current system: while the former is

generally concerned with the optimal control of some electro-

mechanical device that regulates the internal and/or external

camera’s parameters (e.g. position, orientation, focal length,

etc.), the latter tries to control the output of the whole human-

camera subsystem, illustrated in the figure by block H and

P respectively. Using a simple analogy, the user holding the

camera corresponds to the typical pan-tilt unit or the mobile

robot often encountered in previous active vision systems [14].

The internal signal u∗ can be thought as the torque applied by

the human to the smartphone, which changes its direction and

the orientation of the scene observed by the camera.

One of the problems in dealing with such a system,

featuring human-in-the-loop, is to define a suitable form of

control signal u that, in combination with the policy defined

by C, optimizes the system response according to some given

criteria, for example in terms of reaction time or accuracy

in following the variations of the reference r. The work here

presented is not intended to provide a mathematical solution to

the problem, or an in-depth analysis of the cognitive processes

involved in this kind of human-machine interfaces. Instead, it

explores a possible way to convey the information that needs

to be transmitted from the control algorithm C to the user,

i.e. to define a possible “signal” u that, at least in most of

the cases, can be interpreted correctly by the person within a

reasonable time.

Fig. 2. Mapping of the reference error e to the control signal u.

III. MULTIMODAL CONTROL INTERFACE

Given the reference direction r = [θr, φr]
T , where θr and

φr are, respectively, the azimuth and zenith of the hypothetical

visual feature to be observed, and the current orientation y =
[θy, φy]

T of the camera, the input for the controller C is the

error e = r− y = [θe, φe]
T . Three different levels of feedback

are then generated by C as control signal u for the user H: a)

vocal messages; b) 3D sounds; and c) vibrations.

The mapping from e to u is shown in Fig. 2. The axes of

the graph represent the respective angular quantities θe and φe,

the origin being the desired orientation of the mobile camera

(i.e. θe = φe = 0). It is divided in eight slices, each one

corresponding to a vocal message that indicates the direction

towards the origin (“LEFT”, “DOWN-LEFT”, “DOWN”, etc.)

when the current e falls within it. Depending on the distance

of e from the origin, a sound of varying pitch and gain is also

generated. This is represented by the grey shaded area, densely

coloured towards the centre and fading out as the distance

from the origin increases. Finally, the small darker square in

the middle specifies the region where both |θe| and |φe| are
below a given threshold (that is, when the camera’s orientation

is closer enough to the desired one), in which case a short

vibration of the smartphone is generated. Each one of these

three modalities is discussed in detail below.

A. Vocal Messages

Two thresholds, θTH and φTH , are defined to check whether

the current orientation of the camera is close enough to the

desired value. Every time a new measurement is available, if

the azimuth and/or the zenith of the camera differs from the

reference of more than the threshold (i.e. |θe| > θTH and/or

|φe| > φTH ), then a vocal message is generated by the device,

according to the mapping shown in Fig. 2. So, for example, if

only the azimuth error θe > θTH , while the zenith |φe| ≤ φTH ,

then the system generates a vocal instruction saying “Point

LEFT”. If also the zenith φe > φTH , instead, the system says

“Point DOWN-LEFT”. If both the angle errors are within the

thresholds, no message is produced.



Note that the direction indicated by these messages is

relative to the current camera’s orientation, not to the person’s

body or to an absolute world frame of reference. Also, in order

not to overload the user with information, a vocal message

is generated only the first time a new reference is provided

to the system (and if any angle error is above the threshold,

of course). After that, the user will follow the direction of a

3D sound to adjust the orientation of the device. The latter is

described in detail next.

B. 3D Sounds

Current audio technology offers the possibility to spazialize

different sound sources in a 3D virtual environment [15].

Although with some limitations, normal stereo-headphones are

sufficient to give the user the impression that these sounds

are located at particular distances and directions in space,

as previous studies have shown [16]. Similar technologies

have been previously applied to improve the accessibility to

computer devices or aid the navigation of VI people [12], [13].

However, these solutions are usually based on devices fixed to

the head or the body of the user, which makes an important

difference in terms of perceptual flexibility and representation,

as discussed in Section IV-B.

In the current system, 3D audio is used as a means to

indicate the direction of reference for the camera, which has

to be oriented by the user. In practice, the angles θe are φe are

used to project a particular sound source into the smartphone’s

3D audio environment, and from there to its headphones. The

user is then guided to the proper direction by pointing the

device towards the sound source, so that the latter appears to

be frontally located.

To help the user in moving towards the desired direction, an

exponential function has been applied to both the volume and

the pitch of the sound: when |θe| and |φe| are below the usual

thresholds, the sound is loud and high-pitched; as soon as the

angular errors increase, it gets quieter and lower in tone. This

exponential change is illustrated in Fig. 2 by the variation of

grey shade, denser around the origin (i.e. maximum volume

and pitch) and almost disappearing towards ±π (i.e. minimum

volume and pitch).

C. Vibrations

The last interaction modality to communicate with the user

is a simple smartphone vibration, which signals the desired

orientation has been reached (i.e. |θe| < θTH and |φe| < φTH )

and the respective image or visual feature acquired by the

system. As for the voice case, only a single vibration is

generated. In practice, while a vocal message starts the target

acquisition process, the vibration indicates its successful end.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The system has been implemented on a Nexus 4 (Fig.

3), which is a quad-core smartphone with 2GB of RAM

and standard features found in many other models, including

an 8MP camera, accelerometers, gyroscopes, and vibration

alert. The operating system is a recent version of Android,

Fig. 3. Smartphone implementing the multimodal interface for active
perception.

for which several libraries exist to develop dedicated mobile

applications (i.e. Android SDK and NDK for native-code

C/C++ development [17]). The smartphone is provided with

standard headphones, which are necessary for implementing

the 3D sound interface. The Text-to-Speech (TTS) used is

based on the IVONA engine [18], which provides slightly more

human-like voices compared to the standard Android TTS.

The reference angles [θr, φr] of the hypothetical visual

targets are currently fixed, as they will be provided by a

complementary localization and/or object identification algo-

rithm in future extensions of the system. The orientation of

the camera, [θy, φy], is given by the inertial sensors of the

smartphone, and is therefore affected by cumulative errors. The

latter, however, are negligible for the purpose of initial testing.

Once included in the final system, they will be eventually

corrected by the visual-inertial localization algorithm.

Given the field of view of the frontal camera, which is

approximately 40◦, the thresholds around visual targets have

been set to θTH = φTH = 15◦. Even in the worst case, it

is therefore guaranteed that, once the smartphone vibrates, the

visual target of reference lies within the current camera view

(of course, provided the target is a point-like image features,

or some object not too big and not too close to the camera).

The thresholds can be adjusted depending on the particular

application and smartphone model.

A. OpenAL

Perhaps the most interesting component of the system

interface is the 3D sound spatialization discussed in Section

III-B. To implement this, an Android porting of the popular

OpenAL library has been adopted, which provides a set of

methods in native C++ to create advanced 3D audio effects

[15], [19], [20], including coverage of the front, back, and sides

of the listener. Recent versions of the library supports HRTF

(Head Related Transfer Funtion), based on the KEMAR HRTF

dataset by MIT [21] (only available when using 44100Hz play-

back), which provides much more versatility in the perceived

placement of sounds, giving the listener the impression they

are also locate above and below his/her head.

Although this solution can represent a 360◦variation of the

sound’s azimuth quite realistically (including behind the user),
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Fig. 4. Smartphone’s frame of reference 〈x, y, z〉; 3D sound frame of
reference 〈x′

, y
′
, z〉; and head frame of reference 〈xh, yh〉, with xh oriented

from the left to the right ear. The concentric circles on the top-right indicate
the sound source (i.e. visual target).

the performance on the vertical plane is usually not as good,

making it difficult sometimes to distinguish between sounds

coming from the bottom or the top. Besides technological

limitations, research on 3D sound localization suggests the

problem is caused also by the difficulty of humans to estimate

the direction of vertical sound variations [16]. A possible

solution could be the use of difference sound effects, depending

on the current zenith φe. However, for sake of simplicity, and

motivated again by the desire to keep the information for

the user at a minimum, the same sound (a simple click in

the current implementation1) was used, independently of the

source direction.

B. Frame of Reference

An important choice for the successful application of the

3D audio interface is the frame of reference adopted for the

sound spatialization. Recall from Section II that a sound source

corresponds to a particular visual target the smartphone’s

camera should be pointed to, and that a hand-held devices

is here considered. Because of the 6 DoF of the camera, the

visual target of interest (e.g. image feature, object, etc.) may

be observed from different orientations and distances. Dealing

with rotation and scale variations is usually not a problem for

modern computer vision algorithms. However, rotations of the

smartphone about the z axis (i.e. normal to the smartphone’s

display, see Fig. 4) can be problematic if one has to make

sense of the sounds in this frame of reference.

When a user observes the world through the “virtual” eye of

a camera, indeed, he/she can usually project him/herself quite

easily into the respective frame of reference, without feeling

disoriented (at least for moderate movements of the camera or

the user). However, the same is not true for sound perception:

1Different sounds and musical tones could be otherwise used, but the final
choice depends on the preference of VI users, as already highlighted in [16].

people do not usually tilt their heads left or right to have a

better listen of the sound (although they might do so if they

use one ear only). If the source is mapped into the device

frame of reference, as is usually the case for head-mounted

solutions in the literature, and the smartphone is pointed in

such a way that the same orientation would be very unnatural

for a human head, then it is difficult for the user to interpret

the audio signals correctly.

Let’s explain this with an example: if the sound source

in Fig. 4 is located on the top of the human head and the

smartphone’s camera is directed towards it, but the y axis

points left (i.e. the smartphone is held so the angle about z

is ∼45◦or more), then the user will have the impression that

the sound source is on his/her right, rather than above him/her.

To avoid this problem, in the current system the sound

sources are mapped, through an opportune coordinate transfor-

mation, into a zero-roll frame of reference, i.e. one in which

the x′ axis is always parallel to the ground. In this way, the

3D audio signals will only suggest azimuth and zenith of the

visual target as if the user’s head was virtually located in place

of the smartphone, but without being tilted left or right.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper introduced the solutions adopted for a prototyp-

ical mobile assistive device to aid the indoor navigation of

VI people. It presented in particular a possible multimodal

interface for an active vision system with human-in-the-loop,

implemented as a smartphone application. The system differs

from previous vision-based solutions in that it guides the

user towards interesting visual features, rather than relying

on image acquired by fixed wearable cameras. The flexibility

introduced by such a system allows for a better coverage and

detection of features around the user, either for localization

or object identification, in particular when the latter are very

close to the blind person. The proposed interface is strongly

based on 3D audio spatialization, which provides a feasible

and economically convenient alternative to other wearable and

haptic devices. It has currently reached the evaluation stage,

in which experiments with several blind-folded users will be

carried out to measures performances in terms of accuracy,

success rate (e.g. visual targets correctly localized), user re-

sponse time, information trade-off (e.g. maximum number of

detectable targets per time unit), etc.

The proposed solution is specifically designed to work in

combination with a visual-inertial localization system (e.g.

[22], [23]) and with an object identification algorithm for

obstacle and hazard detection, in order to assist VI walking

indoor. It is also thought as a means to facilitate the implemen-

tation of perception algorithms to solve the “last 10 meters”

problem, helping VI people to locate objects and places of

interests in their proximity (e.g. doors, vending machines,

staircases, etc.). Steps in this direction are being taken for

extensions of the system in the near future. In the long term,

automatic user adaptation and self-regulation of the cognitive

load are other interesting research areas to be investigated.
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